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Seven common mistakes farmers
make when transition planning
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Procrastination
Thinking joint property titles will do
Overlooking expenses at time of death
Assuming no federal estate taxes
Trying to be fair to all beneficiaries
Failing to consider disability as well as death
Avoiding communication
Webster & Garino, Attorneys, Westfield, Indiana
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Today’s
topics

Federal estate tax and tax strategies
Business entities: the LLC
Operating agreements
Buy‐sell agreements and leases
Ideas and Q&A with Robert Moore
Wrap up
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Federal estate taxes
• Net worth is used for federal
estate tax liability.
• $11.7 million per person and $23.4
million per couple is exempt from
federal estate tax.
• Portability rule allows using a
couple’s combined exemption on
second death.
• Strategies can reduce value of the
estate to minimize estate tax risk.

Year
2021
2022
2023
2024
2025

Individual
Couple
$11.7 M
$23.4 M
$11.7 +
$23.4 +
inflation
inflation
2022 + inflation
2023 + inflation
2024 + inflation

2026

$5,000,000 per person

Back to

adjusted for inflation
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Gifting
• A gift is essentially the transfer of
an asset in exchange for nothing
(or almost nothing)
• Gifts can include:
•
•
•
•

Land
Farm machinery
Livestock
Grain

• Federal Gift Tax Exclusion

• Lifetime Exclusion ‐ $11.70 million
(per person)
• Annual Gift Tax Exclusion ‐ $15,000
per gift‐giving person, per gift
recipient, per year

• Gifts are subject to federal (and
some state) gift taxes
• No Gift Tax in Ohio
• Check your State’s laws!
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Why gift?
Gifting can:
• Reduce your tax burden
• Provide equity to the younger
generation
• Reduce the size of your estate

Carry‐over v. Step‐up in Basis
• The recipient of a gift takes the
gift giver’s original basis in the
asset (because the transfer is
made during the donor’s life).
• An heir that inherits an asset
through will or trust receives a
step‐up in basis (i.e. the FMV of
the asset at the time it is
inherited)
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Should I gift?
It depends . . .
• Current estate value versus tax
implications if the gift is ever sold by
the donee.
• Under the current tax code, an
inherited asset allows beneficiary to
enjoy reduced tax implications.

Biden Step‐up in Basis Repeal

• Biden campaigned to repeal the
Step‐up in Basis and increase the
long‐term capital gains tax –
essentially beneficiary would have
to pay taxes on inherited assets
• BUT, there would be a logistical
nightmare
• HOWEVER, if Biden wanted to
repeal the step‐up in basis, he
should do it sooner, rather than
later

• Midterm elections
• Specific details about Biden’s plan still
unknown
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Reducing the value of the estate
Valuation strategies
Special use valuation

Easement donation

• Section 2032A election allows estate to use
agricultural use value rather than fair market
value for land for federal estate tax purposes.
• Inflation adjusted maximum for 2032A
reduction is $1.18 million.
• Requirements:

• May donate an easement that restricts land to
conservation purposes in Section 170(h) of IRS
tax code—agricultural use is one purpose.
• Donation may arise upon or just after death,
created by deceased or by member of family.
• Can claim estate tax exclusion of up to 40% of
the encumbered value of land protected by an
easement, capped at $500,000.
• But exclusion loses stepped‐up basis on resale.
• And easement can also reduce the property
value due to its restrictions.

• +25% of adjusted value of estate must be qualified
real property.
• And +50% of estate must be qualified real
property.
• Used as farm for 5 of 8 years prior or family
member involved in business with deceased.
• Passed down to qualified heir.

• Requires election at death and pre‐ and post‐
death planning.
8
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Business entities as farm
transition tools—the LLC
Poll question:
What type(s) of business entity do you have in your operation?
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Sole proprietor
Partnership
Limited Liability Company
Corporation
Cooperative
Other
Not sure
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“Separate”business entities
• Formal entities such as Limited Liability Company, Corporation,
and Partnerships are separate persons in the eyes of the law.
– Unlike a sole proprietorship, which is the same as the individual.

• These entities have internal and enforceable “rules:”
– Operating agreement
– Bylaws
– Partnership agreement

• These rules can help accomplish farm transition goals
• The LLC is the most flexible
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LLC operating agreement“rules”
Ownership
Examples:
• Who are owners (members)
• Percentages of ownership
• Who can be a “permitted owner” in the
future
• Limit to blood relatives or identified
successors?
• Transfer of ownership to non‐permitted
owner
• How to get out of ownership

Allow permitted owners to
buy back ownership from
deceased owner’s spouse
at 25% discount to be paid
over 25 years.
Can withdraw from
ownership if other owners
buy out share or approve
replacement owner.
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LLC operating agreement“r ules”
Management
• Who makes management
decisions
• How to determine successor
managers
• Voting requirements for certain
decisions
• Limits to authority of managers

Examples

Identified successor
increases management
responsibilities over time.
Permission of all owners
required for selling land.
Must lease land to farming
heir.
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Using LLCs for holding land
• Keeps the land base together rather than dividing among heirs,
selling, etc.
• Heirs can receive income from the LLC but can be prevented from
subdividing or selling the land.
• Ownership can be adjusted according to other factors such as
equity, other farm assets, non‐farm assets.
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Goal: maintain the operation’s land base
Land LLC
600 Acres

Farming
child

• Children are owners of the LLC.
• Non‐farm children hold higher ownership because farm child received operation assets.

• LLC must lease land to farming child, with rules for rental rate.
• LLC pays property taxes and insurance, divides rental proceeds among members
according to ownership.
• Farming child can buy out LLC ownership interests on pre‐determined terms,
over time.
14
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Using LLCs to bring in the next generation
• Place the operating assets in a separate operating entity.
• This makes it more affordable for next generation to buy or
work into an ownership interest in the operating entity.

• Put on‐farm heirs in the operating entity and off‐farm
heirs in a non‐operating entity, like a land holding entity.

• This keeps heirs that aren’t involved in the day‐to‐day out of
its operations.
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Goals: bring in next generation, balance
assets between on/off farm heirs
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A multiple entity solution
Farming heirs
inherit

Operating Entity LLC
$500,000 Grain

Off‐farm heirs
inherit

Leases

Machinery/
Trucking LLC
$500,000

Income to older
generation
during lifetime

Land LLC
$1,000,000
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Other tools to
incorporate in a
farm transition plan
Considerations
• Valuation of the interest
• Discounting for minority
interests
• Timing of the sale
• Financing
• Tax implications

Buy‐sell agreement
• Sets rules for buying business ownership in
event of an owner’s death, disability, divorce,
or disassociation, whether voluntary or
involuntary.
• Owners negotiate the terms of the transfer
prior to the event.
• Knowing terms beforehand creates stability for
the operation and allows successors to prepare
for the sale.
• Life insurance and other accounts can play a
role in funding the sale.
18
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Leases
• Pre‐established long‐term leases can ensure stability for
farming heir.
• Terms can be pre‐negotiated.
• Leases can continue or arise after death, enable transition to
next generation.
• Can provide income for older generation, non‐farming heirs.
• Can also address machinery and livestock.
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Challenges with transferring
machinery and livestock
Often the most challenging assets to transfer.
Important question: what is your goal for the
machinery/livestock?
• Do you need income from it?
• Do you want to get it out of your name now?
• Do you want to keep control until after death?
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Transfer options for machinery/livestock
Strategy

Advantages

Disadvantages

Sell outright

Generates income at one time.

All recapture of depreciation is
ordinary income tax.

Installment sale

Spread income over several years.

All recapture tax due in year of sale.

No tax.
Easy to make gift.
No tax (assuming no estate tax).
Receive stepped up basis‐‐can depreciate
fair market value.
Generates income over time.
Retains ownership until bought out.
Spreads income taxes over term of lease,
usually 7—10 years.
Delays taxes on purchase until end.

No income produced.
No stepped‐up basis.

Gifting
Inheritance

Lease‐to‐own

Must own till death.
No income from sale.
Retains liability with ownership.
More recordkeeping required.
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Pulling it all together:
A farm transition plan
Robert Moore
Wright & Moore Co. LPA
92 N. Sandusky St.
Delaware, OH
ohiofarmlaw.com
740.990.0750
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